USER MANUAL
For MasterpieceVR Version 1.0.12.18.18.1
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01.

CONTROLS

3

VIVE

Teleport

Open select menu
Increase size
(Swipe up)

Increase strength/Scroll up on menu
(Swipe up)
Undo
(Swipe left)
Decrease strength/Scroll down on menu
(Swipe down)

Redo
(Swipe right)
Hide/Unhide palette
(Press down)

Left

4

Decrease size
(Swipe down)

Snap tool to clay surface
(Press down)

Right

VIVE

Draw (when in Create mode)
Select object (when in Select mode)

Move objects

Left

Move objects

Right
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OCULUS

Increase size
(Up)

Increase strength
(Up)

Teleport

Undo/Redo
(Left/Right)

Snap tool to clay surface

Open select menu
Decrease strength
(Down)

Decrease size
(Down)

Left
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Right

OCULUS

Draw (when in Create mode)
Move objects

Select object (when in Select
mode)

Left

7

Move objects

Right
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02.

CREATE
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02. CREATE
Clay
Draw

Draw

Erase

Creates clay in the workspace

Removes highlighted clay
from the workspace. Your tool
shape will appear red while
Erase is selected.

Draw Line
Press and hold the trigger to
draw clay in a straight line.
An orange line appears while
holding the trigger, this
shows where your clay will
appear when the trigger is
released.
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02. CREATE
Clay
Draw

Shrink
Reduce the size of
clay in the selected
area.
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Smooth
Ease bumpy, or
irregular areas.

Noise
Add bumps to the
selected area.

Pinch
Create creases and
sharp points on the
clay surface.

02. CREATE
Clay
Draw

Paint
Changes the color of
the selected area.

Blur

Hue

Brighten

Blends selected colors
together.

Uses the hue of
the color picker to
replace the hue of the
selected area.

Moves the color of the
selected area closer to
white.
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02. CREATE
Clay
Draw

Darken
Moves the color of the
selected area closer to
black.
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Saturate
Increases the color
saturation of the
selected area.

Desaturate
Decreases the color
saturation of the
selected area.

Splatter
Colors the selected
area using a noise
pattern.

02. CREATE

Tool Shapes

Cube Properties

This changes what shape your clay is drawn in.

Settings related to your workspace. “Center”
levels and moves your workspace in front of you.
“Level” re-aligns your workspace.

Resolution
Changes the detail level of your workspace. The
higher the resolution, the higher the detail.
Higher resolutions may affect the performance
of MasterpieceVR.
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02. CREATE
Mesh
Ribbons can be created and edited here.
Ribbons can be used for “sketching” with a mesh, but they
can also be creatively used to add features to your clay.

Draw
Hold the trigger to
draw a ribbon with
your selected settings.
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Erase
Remove the
highlighted mesh.

Draw Line
Hold the trigger to draw
a ribbon in a straight line.
An orange line appears
while holding the trigger,
this shows where your
ribbon will appear when
the trigger is released.

Grab
Allows you to move the
selected ribbons.

02. CREATE

Materials
Ribbons can be drawn with multiple materials. Materials can be chosen here.

Tool Shapes
Ribbons can be drawn in multiple shapes. Shapes can be chosen here.

Ends
The beginning and end of a ribbon is considered an end. Different end shapes can be chosen here.

Flow (Slider)
Changes how much your drawing speed affects stroke width.
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02. CREATE
Stamp

Load

Follow Model

Clay Hollow

Load one of your saved stamps or one

This option only appears when

Paste the stamp as hollow clay. The

of our featured stamps.

pasting as a mesh. If “Follow Model” is

interior of this stamp will be hollow.

toggled on, the mesh will follow your

Clay stamps must be pasted inside the

workspace when it is moved or scaled.

workspace. This option only appears

Stamps can be pasted multiple ways

If “Follow Model” is toggled off, the

when loading a mesh.

depending on what kind of stamp it is.

mesh will not follow your workspace

Paste As

Mesh

when it is moved or scaled.

Paste the stamp as a mesh. Meshes are

Clay

edited independently of clay.

Paste the stamp as clay. Clay stamps
must be pasted inside the workspace.
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02. CREATE

Color Picker
The color picker is used to select the color of
your clay and mesh. The marker on the outer
ring selects the hue, while the marker on the
inner circle selects saturation and brightness.

Color Sample
Selects a color from your workspace. When
on the Clay tab, only clay may be sampled,
and the color selected is the average color
within the tool. When on the mesh tab, the
color selected is from the highlighted ribbon.
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03.

PALET TE UNDOCKING

Palette Undocking is accessed through the button
beneath the palette, next to the controller. The
palette can then be moved and scaled independently
of your hand when it is undocked.
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04 .

TOOL GIZMO

Tool gizmo is accessed through the button on the side of the
controller that has the tool mounted on it. The tool offset can
be set by pressing the trigger on that controller.
Center
Moves the tool to the default position, but maintaining all scale changes.

Reset
Moves the tool to the default position, and reverts all scale changes.
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05.

SELECT
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05. SELECT

Tool Settings
There are three types of objects that can be selected: Clay, Ribbon(drawn meshes), and
Mesh. You can only select one type of object at a time.
Selecting Paste will give you options for the last object you copied or cut. The options will
display automatically after you copy or cut an object.

Tool Shapes
Different shapes can be used to select objects. The tool shape can be chosen here.
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05. SELECT

The following options only appear
only after a selection has been
made:

The following options only appear
after cut or copy has been selected:
Paste As
Stamps can be pasted multiple ways depending on
what kind of stamp it is.

Mesh
Save selection
This allows you to save your current selection as a

independently of clay.

stamp.

Follow Model

Edit

This option only appears when pasting as a mesh. If

Cut
Removes the selected object and places a copy of
it on your tool.

Copy
Copies the selected object to your tool.
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Paste the stamp as a mesh. Meshes are edited

“Follow Model” is toggled on, the mesh will follow
your workspace when it is moved or scaled. If “Follow
Model” is toggled off, the mesh will not follow your
workspace when it is moved or scaled.

Clay
Paste the stamp as clay. Clay stamps must be pasted
inside the workspace.

05. SELECT

Convert to

Follow Model

A selection can be converted to a mesh or to

This option only appears when selecting a mesh.

clay.

If “Follow Model” is toggled on, the mesh will

			

follow your workspace when it is moved or

Mesh

scaled. If “Follow Model” is toggled off, the mesh

Convert the selection to a mesh. Meshes are

will not follow your workspace when it is moved

edited independently of clay.

or scaled.

Clay
Convert the selected mesh to clay.

Clay Hollow
Convert the mesh to hollow clay. The interior
of this clay will be hollow. Ensure the mesh is
within the workspace cube, or you will not see
the clay.
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06.

GUIDES
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06. GUIDES

These options provide you with more precision while
sculpting or moving objects.

Tool Guides
These display a line or plane
on your current tool.
Drawing will be constrained to
that line or plane.

Grid
This displays a grid of points
around your tool. The cube button
toggles whether or not the grid is
aligned with the cube or not.

Angle Snap
Snaps the tool and grabbed
objects to the selected angle
in degrees.

The slider controls the distance
between grid points. Higher
numbers on the slider equals
greater distance between points.
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06. GUIDES

These options provide you with more precision while
sculpting or moving objects.

Guides
These are guides that can be
drawn and placed manually. They
can be hidden and locked. Locking
guides prevents them from being
grabbed.
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Mirror
Enables a mirror in your
workspace. The mirror can be
moved when unlocked. It can be
reset to its default position with
the reset button.

07.

VIEW

View mode allows you to render your model with better
lighting and camera effects.
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07. VIEW

Lights
Three spotlights are listed here along with their settings.

Color
Changes the color of the light.
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Shadows
Enables and disable the lights
ability to cast shadows.

Follow Model
Determines whether or not the
light will follow your model when
it is moved.

07. VIEW

Environment Color

Shadows

Changes the background color.

Changes the quality of the shadows.

Ambient Color

Bloom

Changes the ambient light color.

Changes the intensity of the effect.

Ambient Occlusion
Changes the intensity of the

Bloom enhances bright areas.

Camera
Places a camera on your controller,
allowing you to take an image,
animated GIF, or video.

ambient occlusion. Ambient
occlusion creates shadows around
areas of the model that are close
together.
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08.

COLLABORATION

You can work alongside others
with Networking rooms.
Multiple people can edit the
same sculpture at once.
Up to 20 people can be in a
room at one time, and up to 3 of
them can be collaborators. The
rest can be spectators.
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08. COLLABORATION

Join

Create

A random room can be joined by selecting the

A room can be created with custom settings.

“Random” button. If no rooms are available,

The room can be assigned a password.

then this button will create a new public room
with default settings.

“Cube control” determines how the workspace
will behave.

Available rooms are listed under the “Random”
button.

“Free” enables all users to move the workspace,
while “Fixed” prevents all users from moving
the workspace.
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08. COLLABORATION

Roles

Collaborator

User roles can be changes by selecting the

Collaborators can edit the model. They cannot

name of the user.

change user roles or room settings.

Host

Spectator

Can change room settings and can change the

Spectators can not edit the model, user roles, or

roles of other users. There must always be a

room settings.

host in a room.
If the host leaves the room, a collaborator will
become the new host. If only spectators are
present, a spectator will become the new host.
If no other users are in the room, the room is
closed.
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09.

FILE
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09. FILE

New

Import

Clears your workspace. All unsaved work will be

Imports a mesh into the workspace. By default,

lost.

“Follow cube” is disabled. The mesh can be

Save
Saves your current project. A thumbnail for the

and GLTF files can be imported.

file can be created. When setting the thumbnail,

Export

pressing the trigger will take a picture. This

Exports your project as a mesh. If meshes are

thumbnail is displays on certain files within the

included in your project, only meshes that

MasterpieceVR file browser.

have “Follow cube” enabled are included in the

Load
Loads a project. The project can be chosen
using the file browser.
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chosen using the file browser. OBJ, FBX, STL,

export.

10.

OPTIONS
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10. OPTIONS

Spaces
Different environments can be chosen here. These change the appearance
of your workspace.

Lighting
These settings change how objects in the scene are affected by light.

Smoothness

Brightness

Metallic

Cel Shading

Emission

Changes specular

Changes brightness

Changes the opacity

Enables cel shading,

Changes the

highlight

of colors.

of the specular

and changes shading

emission intensity.

highlight.

detail.

smoothness.
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10. OPTIONS

Settings

Swap

Advanced

Moves right hand elements to the left hand, and

Toggles between the Basic and Advanced

left hand elements to the right hand.

Create menus.
The Basic menu is a trimmed version of the
Advanced menu to make the menu easier to
understand for beginners.
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10. OPTIONS

Feedback

Desktop

Exit

Graphics

Opens the internet

Opens a screen

Quits MasterpieceVR.

Change settings that

browser to our

showing your desktop.

affect visual quality and

feedback form.

The desktop view can

performance.

be interacted with.
Anti Aliasing
Change how much anti aliasing is
applied. Smooths the edges of 3D
objects.
Render Scale
Changes what resolution the
headset displays are rendered at.
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10. OPTIONS

MR
Mixed Reality options.

MixCast

Display
Creates a camera that changes the
desktop display. The camera can be

Use Mix Cast for Mixed reality.

disabled with the button on the front,

https://mixcast.me/

and the field of view can be adjusted

Steam/Oculus
Use SteamVR or Oculus for Mixed reality.

Hide
Hide elements from the MR view. You can hide
controllers and user interface elements, or just
the the controllers.

with a slider on the side.

Browser
Open an internet browser.

About
Shows version numbers, external links,
and partners.
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